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It has been observed that the number of phonemes in languages in use today tends to
decrease with increasing distance from Africa. A previous formal model has recently repro-
duced the observed cline, but under two strong assumptions. Here we tackle the question of
whether an alternative explanation for the worldwide phonemic cline is possible, by using
alternative assumptions. The answer is affirmative. We show this by formalizing a proposal,
following Atkinson, that this pattern may be due to a repeated bottleneck effect and phone-
mic loss. In our simulations, low-density populations lose phonemes during the Out-of-Africa
dispersal of modern humans. Our results reproduce the observed global cline for the num-
ber of phonemes. In addition, we also detect a cline of phonemic diversity and reproduce it
using our simulation model. We suggest how future work could determine whether the previ-
ous model or the new one (or even a combination of them) is valid. Simulations also show
that the clines can still be present even 300 kyr after the Out-of-Africa dispersal, which is
contrary to some previous claims which were not supported by numerical simulations.
1. Introduction
How human language began is one of the greatest questions posed to the humankind, to
which an answer has yet to be found [1–3]. Some authors have argued that principles and pro-
cesses of genetic evolution (such as migration, population divergence, and drift) are, with
appropriate modifications, valid for explaining the evolution and the origin of languages [4,5].
However, genetic and linguistic evolution do not inevitably concur [6]. On the other hand,
genomic and archaeological studies have shed light on the spatiotemporal dynamics of modern
humans, their origin and patterns of dispersal(s) [7,8]. In contrast, the study of the origin of
language(s), in the field of language evolution, is controversial for the reason that we lack any
direct data about the language(s) spoken in such remote times [2,9,10].
At present, most of the languages with the largest phonemic inventories are in Africa. By
contrast, South American and Oceanian languages have the smallest inventories [11,12].
Atkinson [11] attempted to connect this observation to the fact that, according to archaeologic
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evidence [8], modern humans left Africa and eventually arrived to South America and Ocea-
nia. Analogously to the serial founder effect (SFE) proposed to explain the observed decrease
in genetic diversity with distance from Africa [13,14], Atkinson [11] proposed that the same
mechanism of SFE could also explain the formation of a global phonemic cline during the Out-
of-Africa human dispersal about 70 kyr ago [7,8]. According to Atkinson [11], the proposed
SFE mechanism would work as follows: small populations of humans carrying their language
(s) moved away from their origin in Africa and founded colonies. The number of phonemes of
the languages spoken by these small colonies decreased. This may have been due to copying
errors [15], Darwinian competition [16], reduced contrastive possibilities [17], and/or to other
processes (see Supp. Info. to Ref. [11]). The repetition of this decrease furthers the reduction in
the number of phonemes in the languages spoken by the colonizer populations during the
expansion. Thus, although the correlation of the number of phonemes with distance from
Africa is clearly weaker (r = -0.313, p< 0.001) [18] than the relationship between genetic dis-
tance and geographic distance (r = -0.885, p< 0.0001 from Fig 1B in Ref. [13]), the Out-of-
Africa expansion might perhaps be the process that produced both clines [19]. Atkinson
located the origin of human language in Africa, at the place yielding the best linear fit to a mea-
sure of phonemic inventory size versus distance from the origin. If his suggestion is correct, it
follows that, in spite of tens of thousands of years of linguistic evolution, there is still a weak
signal carried on the phonemes of languages spoken today that may help us understand the
spatiotemporal dynamics of human language.
The proposal by Atkinson that the worldwide phonemic cline could be a consequence of a
SFE, was also motivated by the fact that Hay and Bauer [20] had previously discovered a world-
wide positive correlation between the speaker population size and the number of phonemes in
human languages. Albeit Hay and Bauer [20] tested it statistically, they recognized that they
could not find a convincing explanation for it. Atkinson checked a positive correlation
between population size and phonemic inventory size (S1 Fig in Ref. [11]). Donohue and
Nichols [21], using a different phonemic dataset, again found a correlation between population
size and phonemic inventory size, by aggregating languages into continent-sized areas, but
suggested that it might be due to different political and economic histories of continents over
the last two millennia. However, they did not use any quantitative simulation to support their
view. Therefore, there is still an ongoing debate on whether the number of phonemes is posi-
tively correlated with population size. At the heart of the debate lies the question whether there
is a link between population size and cultural complexity [22–24]. In order to avoid confusion,
we mention that all of these studies refer to a possible relationship between cultural complexity
and population size. In contrast, our simulations (both in Ref. [18] and the present paper) do
not make use of population size but of population density as the variable that might induce
variation in the number of phonemes (because otherwise SFE models do not yield a cline of
decreasing phoneme number with increasing distance, see Supp. Info. Sec S2d in Ref. [18]. On
the other hand, Maddieson et al. [25] noted that Atkinson did not use data on either the num-
ber of phonemes or their diversity. Indeed, Atkinson used the same WALS phonemic database
[26], which only classifies languages into, e.g., a small, medium and large number of vowels.
Instead, Maddieson et al. [25] used raw phoneme counts. They found once again a significant
positive correlation between phonemic inventory size and geographical distance, which sup-
ports the cline detected by Atkinson. Cysouw et al. [27] replicated the same statistical method
as Atkinson (using the UPSID [28] and reweighted WALS phonetic databases) and found a
positive correlation, but only for populations larger than the ones presumably found at the
time of the Out-of-Africa dispersal. The same criticism was made by Sproat [29]. Atkinson
replied that this may be due to historical distortions and reducing the databases to few data
points, and that the correlation over the complete range holds [30,31]. Finally, Trudgill [17]
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argued that migration does not lead per se to a reduction in the inventory size, and that a com-
bination of social and linguistic factors could perhaps explain the observed reduction in pho-
nemes during the spread of Austronesian languages [32].
Pericliev [33], Sproat [29] and Bowern [34] raised concerns about the application of a SFE
to explain the global phonemic cline, because of a lack of direct analogy between phonemes
and genes. Indeed, the same language is shared by all individuals of a population, but they do
not have the same genes. However, this difference is taken into account in our simulations
(Ref. [18] and the present paper) because we deal with tribes, and all individuals in the same
tribe speak the same language. On the other hand, Atkison [30] argued that the reduction of
phonemes after a founder effect is predicted by theoretical models of cultural transmission [15–
17]. By contrast, the loss of genetic markers in low-density populations is purely a drift effect.
Therefore, the processes of reduction in phonemes are different from those of genes, and this
implies that there is no direct analogy between founder effects in genetics and phonemics.
The location by Atkinson of the origin of human languages in Africa was challenged by
Cysouw et al. [27], whose analysis located their origin most probably outside Africa. But,
Atkinson [31] replied that, when accounting for population size and language affiliation,
Cysouw et al. [27] also found support for an African origin. On the other hand, Wang et al.
[35] found the strongest relationship for two origins, one in Europe and one in central Asia.
However, Atkinson [31] noted that the analysis by Wang et al. [35] depended heavily on four
closely related outlier languages. When removed from the dataset, the most probable location
of the point of origin continues to be located in Africa.
The acoustic adaptation hypothesis [36] assumes that animal and human communication
systems are adapted to environment and climate. Maddieson et al. [25] suggested that pho-
neme articulation in human languages operates similarly, as a possible explanation for the
global phonemic correlation. Indeed, the observed pattern of the number of phonemes is
affected by environmental and social factors in different ways [37]. However, Coupe´ et al. [38]
used the same dataset as Atkinson [11] and correlated the phonemic diversity with environ-
mental and social variables. After all the environmental factors were included in the regression
analysis, Coupe´ et al. [38] found that the distance from Atkinson’s most likely origin was still a
strongly significant factor, thus rejecting the hypothesis that a coincidental distribution of
local factors could explain the global phonemic gradient.
Finally, a more fundamental criticism of the Atkinson hypothesis is the stability of the
phonemic signal. Several criticisms assume that high rates of phonemic change would have
erased any signal due to a SFE during the Out-of-Africa range expansion [27,29,34,39–42].
Atkinson responded that the phonemic inventory is stable at the language-family level [30,31].
Atkinson also defended that, as in the case in population genetics [43] horizontal transfer due
to borrowing of phonemes between adjacent languages (after the dispersal) has not disrupted
the original SFE signal but, on the contrary, has helped to preserve it. It is also interesting that
Atkinson [31] argued there is no motivated reason to expect that other typological features of
language show a founder effect (the absence of such additional clines had been suggested by
Cysouw et al. [27] as a reason to reject the SFE hypothesis).
The key issues that we will address in the present paper (using numerical simulations)
are the following. First, can we generate the observed cline for the number of phonemes as a
function of distance from Africa using a model based on the proposal by Atkinson that low-
density populations lose phonemes [11]? Second, is there a cline of phonemic diversity (and
not only of the number of phonemes) in present languages? Third, if the answer is affirmative,
can the same model generate such a phonemic diversity cline? Fourth, do both clines persist
after long enough times to be observed today, according to the same model? We shall find that
the answers to all of these questions are affirmative.
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Recently we have shown [18] that the hypothesis that a phonemic SFE could have caused
the observed spatial phonemic cline can be tested quantitatively with linguistic simulations
based on formal models, following a similar approach found in genetic simulations [13,14] but
taking into account the remarkable differences between phonemic and genetic dynamics [18].
A crucial feature of numerical simulations is that they replace explanations based on natural
language with formal models that can explore the conditions and mechanisms that could have
generated (or not) the observed non-uniform global phonemic distribution.
In our recent paper [18], we reported numerical simulations for a phonemic SFE model by
applying the idea, proposed by Perrault and Mathew [44], that some populations increase the
number of phonemes used over time. We introduced four models, explored different rates of
phonemic increase, and tested several hypotheses on the relationship between the rate of accu-
mulation (or increase) of phonemes and speaker density. A model assuming that only lan-
guages with high speaker densities increase their number of phonemes (without assuming any
specific cultural transmission mechanism) was enough to explain the observed global phone-
mic cline. These models in Ref. [18] are very simple and overcome several criticisms raised
against the proposal by Atkinson (mainly based on differences between phonemes and genes,
see above). However, the model that yields a cline consistent with the observed one [18] relies
on two strong and untested assumptions: (i) that languages at the onset of the Out-of-Africa
dispersal had low phonemic inventories (as also assumed by Perrault and Mathew [44]); and
(ii) the existence of a phonemic accumulation rate, as estimated by Perrault and Mathew [44]
from phonemic and archaeological data. In this paper, we ask the following question: is it pos-
sible to find an alternative model to that phonemic cline by making assumptions different to
these used in Ref. [18] and summarized above? We shall show that the answer is affirmative,
and this will clarify the possible mechanisms that might have generated phonemic the observed
phonemic cline.
A close examination of the two assumptions in Ref. [18], summarized above, casts some
light on how a different SFE model can be constructed. Firstly, the number of phonemes of the
language(s) spoken at the onset of the range expansion is unknown. The rationale implicit
behind assumption (i) above is that languages at the onset of the range expansion might be
simple, with few phonemes. However, it has been argued that present African languages (espe-
cially click languages) could display features of the ancestral “mother tongue” [1,45]. In this
framework, Fleming [46] outlined a possible explanation of the observed global phonemic
cline. He proposed that languages at the origin of the range expansion had a much larger pho-
nemic inventory than commonly assumed. In his view, a large phonemic inventory reflects the
archaic signal of a protolanguage, preserved through sustained linguistic contact between lan-
guage groups employing a large phonemic inventory. Fleming also suggested that once the
horizontal transmission between languages is lost, as could be the case of a SFE, the phonemic
inventory would go through a process of reduction. On this account, Fleming places the loca-
tion of the origin of human language at the click languages area in southern Africa, which has
languages with the largest phonemic inventories in the world [47]. However, Fleming did not
perform any simulation to support his views quantitatively. In this paper we will explore a sim-
ple simulation model consistent with large initial phonemic inventories before the Out-of-
Africa dispersal. Remarkably, we do not need any of the specific assumptions made by Fleming
[46] other than a reduction in phonemic diversity in populations with low speaker densities
(as already suggested by Atkinson [11]).
A second strong assumption in our previous simulations [18] was a natural rate of increase
of phonemic inventory size, but the existence of such an accumulation rate is uncertain [48].
Therefore, it is reasonable to ask whether the observed cline can be reproduced by a model dif-
ferent from that in Ref. [18], i.e., without small initial inventories and without a phonemic
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accumulation rate. In fact, it has been argued [29] that a phonemic cline can arise from a SFE
either because high-density populations gain phonemes (as in Ref. [18]) or because low-den-
sity populations lose them (as in the model that we will develop in the present paper). This sec-
ond case, i.e., the loss of phonemes in low-density populations, corresponds to the original
hypothesis by Atkinson [11,30], and is the alternative possibility that we explore in the present
paper. Although there is no direct proof that low-density populations loose phonemic diver-
sity, proposals to explain many archaeological and social phenomena consider that popula-
tions with low densities tend to have small cultural diversities. This notion has been used to
understand the spatial distribution of mode 1 and mode 2 assemblages during the lower Pleis-
tocene [49], the transition to modern human behavior [50], the appearance of social stratifica-
tion and regional institutions [51], etc. Empirical data for non-industrial societies show that
cultural diversity increases with population size [52]. Laboratory experiments have also shown
that smaller human populations have less cultural complexity [53]. Moreover smaller popula-
tions have been observed to have higher rates of word loss [54]. On the other hand, phonemic
diversity has been observed to be lower if there is less contact with other languages [38]. Dur-
ing the Out-of-Africa dispersal, this effect is expected to be important in pioneering groups,
because they are obviously much less exposed to other populations and languages [38]. In any
case, the fact that small populations tend to have fewer phonemes has been established statisti-
cally [20], including analyses which control for genealogical relatedness [11] and use larger
datasets [55]. Therefore, the assumption of a loss of phonemes in low-density populations has
reasonable empirical grounds.
In our opinion, we can be confident in the existence of the cline reported by Atkinson and
its slope, because in our previous paper (Ref. [18], S2 Software, Sec S1) we analyzed two other
databases (one due to Ruhlen, already used in Ref. [56], and another one due to Hunley et al.
[41]) and obtained almost the same slope. Creanza et al. [56] found that the AIC statistic
(instead of R, which was used by Atkinson) reaches its maximum in Northern Europe. The
result has been used to criticize that Atkinson proposed an origin in Africa [57]. However, as
noted by Creanza et al. [56], their most likely origin is in a region (Northern Europe) that is
equidistant from most languages with few phonemes, which are located in Oceania and South
America. In contrast, if considering their origin to be in Africa, languages in Oceania are at
shorter distances than languages in South America. But human dispersal in Oceania took
place via sea travel, and this fact and the higher isolation of those islands (as compared to pop-
ulations in continental South America) may have had significant effects on linguistic evolution
that could perhaps explain the similar values for the number of phonemes in Oceania and
South America (and, thus, the lower AIC value from Africa than from Northern Europe). Of
course, we do not claim that this is the only possible explanation. However, in our opinion, the
important point is that archaeological and genetic evidence clearly indicate that modern
humans spread over the Earth from Africa [13,58]. For this reason, we think that it is reason-
able to use the origin proposed by Atkinson. It is also worth to note that the values of the slope,
r and p, of the phonemic cline discovered by Atkinson cannot be directly compared to the cor-
responding values of the genetic diversity cline [13,14] because they are due to totally different
mechanisms. Indeed, in the present paper we will present a model in which the phonemic
cline arises as a consequence of the loss of phonemes (as well as stochastic drift effects), but
there is no loss of genetic markers due to any mechanisms different from stochastic drift [59].
In other words, when a sub-population separates from a larger population, all phonemes are
used but some genes can be lost. In our view, such remarkable differences between phonemes
and genes suggest that we should not expect the same results between them. In particular, we
do not expect that the reported differences in correlations of phonemic and genetic distances
[56] are enough to disregard the possibility that a SFE caused the phonemic cline discovered
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by Atkinson. Similarly, the recent claim that vocabulary items do not preserve a deep historical
signal [60] does not imply that such a signal has been necessarily erased for phonemes, since
different linguistic features (such as vocabulary, phonemes, grammar, etc.) evolve at different
rates [61].
2. Methods
2.1 The observed phonemic cline
The data we use are, for each language, its number of phonemes and the distance from the
African origin proposed by Atkinson (S1 Database). For the sake of clarity, we mention that
Atkinson [11] used the WALS database [26] for his analysis. However, WALS does not report
the list of phonemes for each language, but only distinguishes between languages with low,
average and large diversity (for vowels, consonants and tonality). For the purpose of our simu-
lations, we need the list of phonemes of each language and, for this reason, in Ref. [18] and this
paper we use the Phonological Segment Inventory Database (UPSID) database [28]. From the
original list of 504 languages given by Atkinson [11], in Ref. [18] we identified 366 languages
also present in UPSID; of these languages, we identify 359 with the detailed lists of their pho-
nemes. In Ref. [18] we checked that the global cline of phonemic diversity is still present in the
reduced dataset (Fig 1 in Ref. [18]).
2.2 The simulated phonemic cline
Our model simulates the dispersal of hunter-gather tribes from a single origin. These hunter-
gatherers reproduced, dispersed and died. Their descendants gradually colonized the Earth,
spreading evolved forms of the original languages spoken at the onset of the dispersal. As
explained in the introduction to this paper, we assume that the languages of low-density popu-
lations evolved by randomly losing phonemes. Our SFE model uses a set of parameters.
Obtaining good estimates of the parameter values is a daunting task. Here, we also face the
problem that there is no information on the languages spoken at the onset of the Out-of-Africa
dispersal [2,9]. One way of reducing uncertainty is to obtain the values of as many parameters
as possible from the ethnographic bibliography. We follow this approach, as explained in detail
below.
We represent the surface of the Earth as a two-dimensional space, sliced in a grid of squared
cells. The center of each cell is called a node. In our simulation there are 1,000 x 1,000 nodes.
Each cell may have some tribes of hunter-gatherers. The number of tribes in each cell can
change each generation, due to net reproduction and/or dispersal. Geographical landmasses
such as oceans and mountain ranges are not included for simplicity (i.e., we prescribe a homo-
geneous space). For the distance between any two adjacent nodes, we use the characteristic dis-
persal distance per generation for pre-industrial populations, namely d = 50 km, which has
been estimated previously from ethnographic observations [62]. Initially, only the central cell
is populated by some tribes of hunter-gatherers (but the results would be similar if several cells
were initially populated).
Along the horizontal (or vertical) direction, the maximum distance from the origin (which
is located at the center of the square grid) to the edges of the simulated two-dimensional space
is 50050 = 25,000 km, which is similar to the maximum distances from Africa of the languages
in the dataset used.
Population density estimations of hunter-gatherers vary widely [63]. We choose a represen-
tative value of 1.2 people/km2, within the range reported for populations in various continents
[63]. In agreement with ethnographic observations, a tribe is defined as a highly endogamous
reproductive group of about 300 people with a common language [64]. In our model, each
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person speaks only one language. All people of each tribe speak the same language. Several
tribes, possibly located in different cells, may speak the same language. For our grid of cells (of
50km x 50km = 2,500 km2 each) and a population density of 1.2 people/km2, this implies that
each cell can accommodate a number of tribes N less or equal to the saturation value, namely
Ns = 10 tribes. Of course, other ethnographically realistic values for the population density and
number of individuals per tribe are possible. In S1 Text, Sec G we find similar results to those
reported below for other ethnographically realistic values of Ns. The language of each tribe is
encoded in a binary string of digits equal to 0 (absence of a particular phoneme) or 1 (presence
of that phoneme), as explained in more detail in Sec 3.2.
A quantitative description of the dynamics of human dispersal requires using the genera-
tion time (T), defined as the mean parent-child age difference [65]. In our model, each time
step T represents one generation of T = 32 y, as estimated for pre-industrial populations [65].
Front propagation models have been extensively applied to the study of physical and biological
systems, including human dispersals [66–68]. In such systems, variations in the population
number density are due to two processes, namely population growth (reproduction minus
deaths) and migration (dispersal). As in previous simulations of space-time cultural diversity
[18,69], the following sequence of computations is executed at each occupied node and for
each time step.
(i) Dispersal. For simplicity, we used an isotropic single-distance dispersal model [62,69].
In this model, a randomly-selected fraction of tribes (called the persistence) stays at the
original cell. We set the persistence to its mean value, as observed from pre-industrial
ethnographic observations [62], namely, pe = 0.38. We approximate the number of
tribes that stay in the original cell to the nearest integer of the product of the initial num-
ber of tribes times the persistence (e.g., if the initial number is 10 tribes, then 4 of them
stay). The remainder fraction, i.e., the nearest integer of the initial number of tribes
times (1 − pe)/4, disperses randomly into each of the 4 neighboring nodes. Thus, in the
same example, of the 6 tribes that change their position, 4 of them jump, one into each
neighboring cell, and the other 2 into one or two of these 4 neighboring cells.
(ii) Reproduction. From archaeological data, the net reproductive rate (births minus
deaths) can be estimated. Accordingly, we set the reproductive rate to an average value
of 1%, i.e., a = 0.01/y [70]. From the values of a and T given above, for an exponential
growth (i.e., for low population densities) we have p(x,y,t + T) = eaTp(x,y,t), with eaT =
1.4 or R0 = 1.4 (where R0 = eaT stands for the net fecundity, in accordance with the usual
notation in the ecological literature and in our previous work [62]). This simply states
that at each node, new tribes are generated by multiplying 1.4 times the initial number
of tribes. The resulting number is adjusted to the nearest integer. This implementation
would, however, yield an infinite growth that should be limited by the carrying capacity.
For this reason, at each node, if we obtain a number of tribes above the carrying capacity
(10 tribes per node, see above), the number of tribes is set equal to the carrying capacity.
An alternative would be to use a logistic model, but we expect that the conclusions
would not change. Another advantage of using the same approach (for steps (i)-(iii)) as
in Ref. [18] is that in this way, differences in the results will be surely due to differences
in the assumptions mentioned in the introduction.
(iii) Vertical transmission. In this step, information is passed from one generation to the
next one without any change (i.e., each new tribe is a clone of its parent tribe), as in
Refs. [69,70]. The information on the number of phonemes of a given language, stored
in the sequence of “0”s or “1”s (indicating the absence or presence of each phoneme), is
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copied from a randomly-selected old tribe (‘parent’) onto a randomly-selected new tribe
(‘child’). Note that this process does not generate new languages.
(iv) Mutation. Each tribe has one language, whose phonemes are represented by a string
that can change in time. In order for simulations to be faster, for initial languages each
string is a list of “1” values, followed by a list of “0” values. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, in Ref. [18] we assumed that high-density populations increase their number of
phonemes, whereas here we assume that low-density languages lose phonemes. Our
model does not assume nor exclude any particular mechanisms by which languages lose
phonemes. Instead, a single averaged rate of reduction of phonemes, that describes the
net effect of these mechanisms (for low-density populations) on the phonemic inven-
tory, is prescribed. This process is simply a phonemic reduction that turns a value “1”
(presence of a phoneme), chosen at random in the ‘parent’ language, into a “0” (absence
of that phoneme) in the ‘child’ language. Note that after the first mutation (loss of a pho-
neme), the language is not necessarily a list of “1”s followed by a list of “0”s, because the
“1” that has changed into a “0” is not necessarily the last one (this is necessary to com-
pute phonemic diversities, as explained in Sec 3.2 below). In this way, new languages
appear at the nodes with density below saturation i.e., with N< 10 tribes (in S1 Text,
Sec F, we find similar results for other values of this threshold i.e., N = 9, N = 8, etc.).
Note that those low-density nodes are located at the front of the advancing wave. We
stress that, whereas one generation is the time interval for steps (i)-(iii), the phonemic
loss process takes place at a time interval greater that one generation. The phonemic
loss time is an unknown parameter that is calibrated by trial and error (see the results
below). Our simulation code is provided as a separate file in S1 Software.
Is this mutation step necessary? The effect of drift on small groups has been already established
for neutral traits [71,72]. However, the effect of drift on populations at the propagation front is not
in itself informative on the possibility that founder events alone can generate a distribution compa-
rable to the one observed in the empirical data. In our model, loss of phonemes is mutation-based
rather than fission-based. Besides fission (i.e., the dispersal step) which basically acts on the num-
ber of different languages at each node, there is also the additional effect of mutation, which
reduces the number of phonemes in low-density cells. For this reason, in S1 Text, Sec H we con-
sider the case of an infinite phonemic time loss, i.e., the total absence of an effect of mutation (pho-
neme loss) on the number of phonemes, and we conclude that, for a phonemic cline with distance
to exist, a finite phonemic time loss is necessary (i.e., mutation is required in addition to drift).
The algorithm proceeds sequentially by computing first the dispersal, then the reproduc-
tion, and finally the vertical transmission processes. The mutation process is also applied but,
as mentioned above, not to every generation. A reasonable estimation of the time span from
the beginning of the Out-of-Africa dispersal up to the present day is of about 70 kyr [7]
(although how and when it occurred is still debated [73]). With this uncertainty in mind, we
run the model 2,280 generations x 32 y/generation = 72,960 y. We expect that other realistic
dates would yield similar results (as in Ref. [18]). Once a tribe reaches the end of the grid
space, it cannot go further. Two boundary conditions are thus applied, namely at the nodes
located at the edges of the square grid (which exchange tribes with 3 neighbors) and the 4
nodes located at the corners (which exchange tribes only with 2 neighbors). We have checked
that, for the values of T, pe and Ro above, the hunter-gatherer population front arrives to Aus-
tralia about 42 kyr ago [18], in agreement with archaeological data [74].
Note that the process is stochastic (see steps (i)—(iv) above), so that our simulations yield
different results every run, even for the same parameter values. We performed 100 simulation
runs for each parameter set (each run took 4 to 5 hours of computing time).
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The initial conditions at the beginning of the simulations (i.e., at the onset of the Out-of-
Africa dispersal) include the number of tribes and their phonemic inventories at the central
cell of the grid. The typology and linguistic features of these archaic languages are unfortu-
nately unknown [2,9], so we shall consider two reasonable scenarios below. All nodes but the
central one are uninhabited at the start of the simulations. The central node was initially
seeded with N = 10 tribes (see above). We consider two possible initial conditions.
(a) We firstly explore the possibility that languages at the onset of the range expansion had
fewer phonemes than present-day click languages. In this possibility (a), we use lan-
guages within a range of 35 to 40 phonemes, which is the range implied by the observed
present cline in the region of origin of the Out-of-Africa dispersal i.e., the intercept (and
its 95% confidence-level error) of the plot of the number of phonemes versus their dis-
tances from the most likely origin of the Out-of-Africa dispersal, see Fig 1 in Ref. [18].
The central node is initially populated with 10 tribes and 5 initial languages (there are 2
initial tribes for each language), and each tribe speaks one language with a number of
phonemes between 35 and 40.
(b) Secondly, we take into account what Fleming [46] proposed: that languages with a very
high number of click sounds are a feature preserved from an early state of language evo-
lution. Under this hypothesis, and in the absence of any prehistoric linguistic data, it is
reasonable to assume that the number of phonemes of the original languages were simi-
lar to those of the present-day languages with the largest phoneme inventories. Present-
day click languages have the largest number of phonemes [44]. Table 2 in Perrault and
Mathew [44] reports a mean value of 71 phonemes for five extant click languages. Thus
in the initial conditions (b), we assume that languages at the onset of the Out-of-Africa
range expansion possessed around 71 phonemes. All people of each tribe speak one lan-
guage with 66 to 76 phonemes. As explained above, there are 10 initial tribes and 5 ini-
tial languages (thus, there are 2 initial tribes for each language). These numbers of
phonemes correspond to the proposal by Fleming that the number of phonemes of ini-
tial languages before the Out-of-Africa dispersal were similar to those of present-day
click languages [46].
Additionally, to check our results, we also repeated the simulations assuming that all initial
tribes spoke the same language for the two cases studied ((a) and (b) above, with 37 and 71
phonemes, respectively) and found similar results (see below).
In our SFE model, languages lose phonemes by randomly subtracting one phoneme from
each language (i.e., a digit “1” is turned into “0”) only in regions (nodes) where the population
is below the saturation density (i.e., only in nodes with N<10 tribes), at the prescribed phone-
mic loss time. Languages in these nodes lose phonemes, regardless of whether all those 10 lan-
guages are the same or not. For example, in a cell with 3 tribes, we can have 1, 2, or 3 different
languages, and all of them lose phonemes. The results are similar for other values of the popu-
lation threshold density of phonemic loss, as well as for other values of the population satura-
tion density (see S1 Text, sections F and G, respectively).
Conceptually, our model works as follows. As explained above, phonemes are lost in
recently-colonized regions (cells), the population densities of which are low. Such regions
(cells) are located at the front of the wave of advance of the pioneering populations of modern
humans. Thus the mechanisms of propagation of the front (dispersion and reproduction) fur-
ther disseminate these pioneering populations speaking low-diversity languages. In contrast,
regions near the origin (and other regions that lie behind the front) have already reached their
maximum population density, therefore they are not affected by the phonemic reduction
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process. This bottleneck effect is repeated many times and, as we shall see, gives rise to a cline
of a decreasing number of phonemes per language as a function of distance from the origin of
the dispersal.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Cline for the number of phonemes
As mentioned above, in Fig 1 in Ref. [18] we fitted a straight line to the numbers of phonemes
of present languages versus their distances from Atkinson’s most likely origin of the Out-of-
Africa dispersal. We obtained the slope = -(3.4–6.5)10−4 phonemes/km (95% confidence-level
interval). This observed range and its mean correspond to the three green dash-dotted and
dashed lines in Fig 1A and 1B in the present paper. Present-day African languages have a
range of 35–40 phonemes (95% confidence level interval), as shown by the intercept of the
upper and lower observed bounds (green dash-dotted and dashed lines) in Fig 1A and 1B. The
first question we tackle is whether our model is consistent with this observed range, and if it is,
for which values of the phonemic loss time.
Fig 1A and 1B show several examples of clines obtained from our simulations. Each figure
includes two cases assuming, respectively, that the initial languages had 35–40 phonemes and
66–76 phonemes (the second case corresponds to click languages, as suggested by Fleming
[46], see above). Thus, the squares and circles in Fig 1A and 1B correspond to possibilities (a)
and (b), respectively, discussed in the previous section. Fig 1A and 1B display the simulated
number of phonemes versus distance from the most likely origin of the Out-of-Africa dis-
persal, for two values of the phonemic loss time. Fig 1A shows a slow case with 80 generations
per phoneme (i.e., one phoneme is randomly removed each 80 generations), and Fig 1B shows
a fast case with 20 generations per phoneme (i.e., one phoneme is randomly removed each 20
generations). Note that, in each figure, the simulated slope is almost the same regardless of the
initial number of phonemes (blue and red solid lines). Its value is -(4.3–4.9)10−4 phonemes/
km (95% confidence-level interval) for the slow case (80 generations/phoneme, Fig 1A), and
-(1.7–1.8)10−3 phonemes/km (95% confidence-level interval) for the fast case (20 generations/
phoneme, Fig 1B).
First, we examine the initial conditions (a) in the Methods section i.e., an initial population
in the central cell speaking a mix of languages with 35–40 phonemes (black squares in Fig 1A
and 1B). For the slow case (80 generations per phoneme, Fig 1A), our model is able to properly
simulate the observed phonemic cline, because almost all simulated languages lie within the
upper and lower boundaries of the observed phonemic cline (green dash-dotted and dashed
lines), and both the slope and the intercept agree very well with the observed values. In con-
trast, the fast loss time (20 generations per phoneme, Fig 1B) results in too strong an effect, in
the sense that the simulated phonemic cline is much steeper than the observed one (green
dash-dotted and dashed lines). This simulated cline, for the fast case and initial languages with
35–40 phonemes (Fig 1B), even vanishes well before the arrival of the pioneering populations
at the end of the simulated domain (i.e., 25,000 km). Thus we have shown that, given the
proper value of the phonemic loss time, our model is capable of reproducing the slope of the
observed global phonemic cline. Clearly for initial languages with more phonemes (66–76 pho-
nemes), the simulations (circles in Fig 1A and 1B) are above the observations (green lines), but
remarkably, the slope from our model is essentially the same regardless of the range for the
number of phonemes spoken by the initial populations (Fig 1A and 1B). Thus, the number of
initial phonemes has virtually no impact on the slope of the simulated phonemic cline. Hence,
it is by comparing slopes that we may infer differences in the type of processes (for compari-
son, in S1 Text, Sec I, we consider a different process with fast migrations, which leads to
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results inconsistent with the data). We would like to emphasize that none of the parameter val-
ues used in the model (net growth rate, dispersal distance, persistence, generation time and
phonemic loss time) are derived from the dataset by Atkinson [11].
Fig 2 shows, as error bars, the slopes of the linear fits to the simulated number of phonemes
versus distance from Atkinson’s putative origin of the Out-of-Africa dispersal, as a function of
the phonemic loss time. To estimate the effect of randomness (steps (i)-(iv) in Methods), each
simulation has been repeated 100 times starting with the same initial conditions. The error
bars in Fig 2 are due to the fact that two simulations with the same initial conditions do not
yield exactly the same results. One reason for this is that, in the reproduction step, the lan-
guages that are reproduced are chosen at random (so in different simulation runs, they may
have different numbers of phonemes). Another reason is that the languages that disperse are
also chosen at random. A linear fit (such as those in Fig 1A and 1B) was performed for each
simulation run, and the average and standard deviation (σ) of the slope were computed over
100 runs. The error bars give the range with 95% confidence level, i.e., ±2σ (we checked that
the distribution of slopes is Gaussian, see S1 Text, Sec J). The observed range for the slope of
the global phonemic cline, namely -(3.4–6.5)10−4 phonemes/km, is shown in Fig 2 as horizon-
tal dash-dotted and dotted lines (95% confidence intervals from Fig 1 in Ref. [18]). Because we
do not know the number of phonemes of the language(s) spoken at the onset of the out of
Africa dispersal, we consider several possibilities and show that they yield similar results. Fig 2
displays results for initial languages with 35–40 phonemes (possibility (a) in Methods), 66–76
phonemes (possibility (b) in Methods), as well as for a single initial language with 37 (possibil-
ity (a)) and 71 phonemes (again possibility (b)). The range of total phoneme numbers tested is
wide, reflecting the uncertainty of our present knowledge about archaic human language(s).
We can see that the simulated slopes follow the same trend, regardless of the phonemic com-
position of the initial set of languages. Therefore, the slope of the simulated cline is insensitive
to the number of phonemes and mixture of languages at the onset of the Out-of-Africa dis-
persal. Any phonemic loss time within the range of 60 to 120 generations/phoneme yields sim-
ulated slopes within the observed range. In the insert to Fig 2 we see that any value for the
phonemic loss time smaller than 50 generations/phoneme produces slopes that are inconsis-
tent with the observed phonemic cline. The fact that the slopes of the simulated clines fall
within the range of the observed global phonemic cline, for different initial conditions (Fig 2),
is encouraging. We can conclude that, regardless the phonemic diversity and mixture of lan-
guages at the onset of the dispersal, and for an appropriate range of phonemic loss time, our
simulations can reproduce the slope of the observed cline (Fig 2).
3.2 Cline for the diversity tF of phonemes
In the previous sections, we have focused our research on the total number of phonemes,
because Atkinson detected a cline for it [11] and suggested a SFE as a possible explanation. We
Fig 1. Simulated phonemic cline (i.e., number of phonemes versus distance from Atkinson’s putative origin of the Out-
of-Africa dispersal). Two instances of the same model are shown in which at the onset of the Out-of-Africa dispersal, initial
languages had 66–76 phonemes (open circles) and 35–40 phonemes (squares). The observed global phonemic cline [11] is
also shown (green dash-dotted and dashed lines). The initial population is made of N = 10 tribes at the central cell speaking a
mix of languages, and the saturation density and demographic threshold (below which phonemes are lost) are set at N = 10
tribes per cell. Net fecundity R0 = 1.4. Time = 2,280 generations or about 70 kyr, corresponding to the present time from the
Out-of-Africa dispersal. a) Phonemic loss time equal to 80 generations/phoneme (i.e., 1 phoneme disappears every 80
generations in low-density populations). For both regressions (blue and red solid lines), the simulated slope is -(4.3–4.9)10−4
phonemes/km (95% confidence-level interval). b) Phonemic loss time equal to 20 generations/phoneme (i.e., 1 phoneme
disappears every 20 generations in low-density population). For both regressions (blue and red solid lines) the simulated
slope is -(1.7–1.8)10−3 phonemes/km (95% confidence-level interval).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198346.g001
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have seen that, for a cline similar to the observed one to be generated, a SFE is not enough. It is
also necessary that either low-density populations lose phonemes (present paper) or that high-
density populations gain phonemes [18]. In contrast, the worldwide observed cline of genetic
diversity could have been generated simply by a SFE, i.e., by a repeated loss of diversity in pop-
ulations (because of fissions or extinctions of parts of them) [13,14]. On the other hand, it is
important to note that diversity is not a measure of the number of traits (richness). It is rather
a measure of the evenness characterizing the distribution of traits across classes [75–77].
Indeed, one of the criticisms of the work by Atkinson was that he did not distinguish between
Fig 2. Plot of the slope of the linear fit to the simulated number of phonemes versus distance from the most likely origin of the Out-of-Africa dispersal, versus the
time of phonemic loss (e.g., if the phonemic loss time is 80 generations/phoneme, then 1 phoneme disappears every 80 generations). In the main figure, results are
shown for 40 to 120 generations/phoneme and four different initial populations. The insert shows, as an example, one initial population (speaking a mix of languages
with 35–40 phonemes) over a wider range of phonemic loss times. Each error bar has been obtained from 100 numerical simulations, and represents the 95%
confidence-level interval. At the start of the simulation only the central node of the grid is populated with a population of N = 10 tribes, speaking a randomly generated
mix of synthetically generated languages within the given ranges of phonemes. The maximum number of tribes per node (Ns) is set to 10 tribes/node and the
demographic threshold below which phonemes are lost is also set to 10 tribes/node. Net fecundity R0 = 1.4. Time = 2,280 generations or about 70 kyr, corresponding to
the present time from the Out-of-Africa dispersal. The dash-dotted and dotted lines give the mean, upper and lower bounds to the slope of the observed cline, as
computed in Ref. [18], Fig 1, by performing a linear fit of the number of phonemes of 366 present-day languages versus their distances from the most likely origin of the
Out-of-Africa dispersal (UPSID database). The result was [18] slope = -(3.4–6.5)10−4 phonemes/km (95% confidence-level interval), r = -0.317, p< 0.001 (from Fig 1 in
Ref. [18]).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198346.g002
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richness (number of phonemes) and diversity (evenness in the distribution of phonemes) [25].
Then the question arises whether, similarly to the observed cline for the number of phonemes
[11], phonemic diversity of languages also shows a cline from the putative origin, and if it
does, whether it could be also attributed to the Out-of-Africa dispersal. Here we use the statis-






where pi is the relative frequency of phoneme (i = 1,2,3,. . .,nph), obtained by dividing the
number of times of occurrence of phoneme i over all languages by the sum of these numbers
over all phonemes. nph = 908 is the number of phonemes in our database (see below).
It is important to note that the cline of the number of phonemes does not univocally deter-
mine the cline of phonemic diversity tF. The reason is that the number of phonemes does not
fix the value of tF. For example, consider the very simple case of a set of languages with only
two phonemes. If their frequencies are p1 = p2 = 0.5, the Eq (1) implies tF = 1, but if e.g., p1 =
0.75 and p2 = 0.25 then Eq (1) yields tF = 0.6 (and the distribution is less even or less diverse).
Thus, the existence (or not) of a cline for the diversity tF has to be analyzed independently of
that of a cline for the number of phonemes.
To calculate the phonemic diversity of a set of languages, we need their phonemic invento-
ries. We could find the list of phonemes for 359 languages (S1 Database). In these 359 lan-
guages, we found 908 different phonemes. First, all the languages in our dataset were coded
into strings of “1”s and “0”s. This lead to a ‘complete’ matrix of 359 rows (languages) x 908 col-
umns (phonemes). The presence of a phoneme is marked with a “1” in the corresponding posi-
tion. The absence of a given phoneme is marked with a “0”.
At the beginning of each simulation run, the subset of the complete matrix with only the
phonemes of the initial languages (used in the specific simulation run) is stored. For example,
if initially there are N = 10 tribes, the ‘initial’ matrix has 10 rows and 908 columns with the
information (presence/absence) of phonemes. At the end of each row, we also add a column
with a letter that will be used to univocally identify each of the 10 languages (in the specific
simulation run).
Next we note that any given language can be transformed into a string of consecutive “1”s
followed by a string of consecutive “0”s, plus the letter that identifies the language (in the simu-
lation run considered). This ‘transformed’ initial matrix is used in our simulations, and it sub-
stantially speeds up the computing time (because it has 94+1 columns, whereas the initial,
untransformed matrix has 908+1 columns, due to the fact that in our database there are 908
different phonemes, but in our simulations there are no initial languages with more than 94
phonemes, and 95 digits is the maximum row length allowed by our FORTRAN compiler).
During the simulation, the transformed initial matrix evolves in the following way. Pho-
nemes are randomly removed from languages (i.e., a randomly chosen position occupied by a
“1” is converted into a “0”) at every interval set by the prescribed phonemic loss time (for
example, if the phonemic loss time is 80 generations/phoneme, then one phoneme is removed
every 80 generations). Note that, as a result, after some point during the simulation, some lan-
guages will have “0”s in between the series of “1”s.
At the end of the simulation, we need to know to which of the 908 phonemes each of the 94
“1”s or “0”s corresponds. In other words, we need to transform each row of 94 “1”s or “0”s
into a row of 908 “1”s or “0”s. In order to do so, we use the letter at the end of each row to
retrieve the initial sequence of 908 “1”s or “0”s (from the initial untransformed matrix). Then
we convert the final list of 94 “1”s or “0”s into a list of 908 “1”s or “0”s, as follows: all “0”s in the
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initial list of 908 “1”s or “0”s will still be “0”s in the final list, but some “1”s will have mutated
into “0”s. For example, if position 10 in the initial list of 94 digits was a “1” and it is a “0” in the
final list of 94 digits, then the tenth “1” in the initial list of 908 digits will be a “0” in the final
list of 908 digits. In this way, we can find the complete lists of 908 “1”s or “0”s for all final lan-
guages, and use them to compute the frequencies pi of all phonemes over these languages,
which finally are used to calculate the value of the statistic tF using Eq (1).
Before running the simulations, we checked that there is a global phonemic diversity cline
in present human languages. In Fig 3A, each value of tF (vertical bar) has been computed using
all languages in our database whose location is within a 1000 km interval. The slope does not
change appreciably if we compute tF by grouping languages using other distance intervals, e.g.
1500 km, 2000 km and 3000 km (see S1 Text, Sec A). The FORTRAN code used to compute
the value of tF for languages within a given distance interval is provided as a separate file in S2
Software.
We next tackle the question of whether our model can generate the observed global phone-
mic cline of diversity tF, and under which conditions.
In Fig 3A we include two simulated clines (squares and regression lines) of phonemic diver-
sity tF, which are consistent with the observed one. They have been obtained using two initial
languages (with 40 phonemes each, not all of them the same), a net fecundity of R0 = 1.2, and
two values of the phonemic loss time (60 and 120 generations/phoneme). Other values of R0
(e.g. R0 = 1.3) also yield clines of tF consistent with the observed one, but only if the net fecun-
dity is within the range 1.1< R0< 1.4. We have checked that these simulations also yield a
cline for the number of phonemes (instead of the diversity tF) that is consistent with the cline
detected by Atkinson for the number of phonemes (S1 Text, Sec B). The reason why the pho-
nemic diversity cline disappears if R0 1.4 is that then, cells at the forefront reach saturation
very quickly, thus inhibiting the reduction of diversity (because phonemes disappear only if
the population density is low enough). On the other hand, if R0 1.1, the simulated cline of tF
still appears but the profile of the population density has an oscillating shape, which is not
acceptable (see S1 Text, Sec C for a detailed explanation).
We also tackled the question of whether there is a minimum number of initial languages
that can reproduce the observed global phonemic diversity cline. We found that the answer is
negative, i.e., that a cline of tF consistent with the obtained one can be obtained regardless of
the number of languages spoken at the onset of the Out-of-Africa dispersal (S1 Text, Sec D).
Fig 3B shows the dependence of the slope of the simulated phonemic diversity cline versus
the time of phonemic loss (e.g., if the phonemic loss time is 80 generations/phoneme, then 1
phoneme disappears every 80 generations). Each error bar has been obtained from 100 numer-
ical simulations, and represents the 95% confidence-level interval. The dashed and dash-dotted
lines give the mean, upper and lower bounds to the slope of the observed phonemic diversity
cline as obtained in Fig 3A, namely slope = -(0.5–2.1)10−3, r = -0.509 (see the caption of Fig
3). In Fig 3B, we see that the simulations yield clines of diversity tF consistent with the observed
one if the phonemic loss time is less than 120 generation/phoneme. We have not considered
phonemic loss times below 60 generations/phoneme, because they do not yield a cline for the
number of phonemes consistent with the observed one (Fig 2). Note that in Fig 3B, the magni-
tude of the slope of tF is smaller the longer the phonemic loss time, corresponding to a slower
(and thus less important) reduction in phonemes.
It is worth noting that simulations of the phonemic diversity cline do not show the abrupt
peaks observed in the plot of phonemic diversity obtained from observed data (Fig 3A). One
reason is that data on extant languages are not equally distributed across the intervals, whereas
for the simulations the number of languages per bin is always the same (for a 1000-km bin,
there are 20 cells and 10 languages/cell, i.e., 200 languages). Another reason is that our model
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does not account for other mechanisms that produced diversity, such as Neolithic migrations,
other population movements and linguistic diversification after the Out-of-Africa dispersal.
Finally, we have also used our simulations to explore the time needed for a SFE signal to dis-
appear (S1 Text, Sec E). We have found that, even for a deep temporal scale of 300 kyr, and in
the absence of other processes that may have eroded the original signal, the clines for the num-
ber of phonemes and the phonemic diversity tF are still clearly seen. This is at variance with
some claims that any SFE signal would quickly disappear [29,34,39,41,42], which in contrast to
the present paper are not supported by numerical simulations.
4. Conclusions
We have performed simulations assuming that low-density populations lose phonemes. Atkin-
son [11] proposed that this could generate a cline of phonemic inventory size, but he did not
test his idea using numerical simulations. In contrast, we have obtained quantitatively a cline
consistent with the observed one (not only for the number of phonemes but also for the diver-
sity tF). We have not assumed copying errors [15], Darwinian competition [16], contrastive
possibilities [17], nor any other specific phonemic loss mechanism. In this sense, a cline arises
regardless of the precise mechanism of phonemic evolution.
The results suggest some interesting conclusions. Our simulations indicate that a phonemic
serial founder effect, taking place during the Out-of-Africa dispersal, can reproduce the global
phonemic cline, not only for the number of phonemes but also for the phonemic diversity
(here measured as tF). We would like to stress, however, that these conclusions are based on
two assumptions, namely: (i) languages at the onset of the Out-of-Africa dispersal had high
phonemic inventories (similar to the present languages in Africa); and (ii) a phonemic loss
process for languages with low numbers of speakers per unit area (as assumed by Atkinson).
Both assumptions have some justification. Concerning assumption (i), archaeology [49] and
genetics [13,14] both support the idea of a higher human diversity in Africa than in the rest of
the world. And assumption (ii), i.e., a higher probability of losing information in smaller
groups, has also been proven many times in cultural evolution research, both empirically [52–
54] and theoretically [75,77]. This simple exercise highlights the power of quantitative models
for gaining insights from an hypothesis expressed with natural language.
The present paper provides an alternative to a previous model that also reproduced the
observed cline [18], but was not based on Atkinson’s proposal. In the new model, the observed
slope can be reproduced for a sufficiently long phonemic loss time (Fig 2, inset). On the other
hand, initial languages spoken at the onset of the Out-of-Africa dispersal cannot lead to the
observed cline if they had many phonemes, similarly to present-day click languages (Fig 1,
open circles). However, it is worth stressing that the number of phonemes is irrelevant when
determining the slope (Fig 1A and 1B). The reason is that the phonemic loss process acts on
Fig 3. Results for the phonemic diversity tF. At the start of the simulation, only the central node of the grid is populated with a
population of N = 10 tribes, speaking a mix of two languages (5 tribes speak Ewe and 5 speak Ngizim) with 40 phonemes each. The
maximum number of tribes per node (Ns) is set to 10 tribes/node and the demographic threshold below which phonemes are lost is
also set to 10 tribes/node. Net fecundity R0 = 1.2. Time = 2,280 generations or about 70 kyr, corresponding to the present time from
the Out-of-Africa dispersal. a) The blue and green squares are the simulation results for the phonemic diversity (measured as tF)
versus distance, computed over simulated languages binned in 1000-km intervals for two phonemic loss times, namely 60
generations/phoneme (blue line, slope = -(0.9–1.1)10−3 km-1, r = -0.983) and 120 generations/phoneme (green line, slope = -(0.4–
0.57)10−3 km-1, r = -0.922). The observed phonemic diversity cline (measured as tF) is also shown (histogram, see S1 Text, Sec A for
details). The linear fit to the observed histogram (red line) has slope = -(0.5–2.1)10−3 km-1 (all slopes are reported with 95%
confidence level). b) Dependence of the slope of the linear fit to the simulated phonemic diversity cline on the time of phonemic loss
(e.g., if the phonemic loss time is 80 generations/phoneme, then 1 phoneme disappears every 80 generations). Each error bar has
been obtained from 100 numerical simulations, and shows the 95% confidence-level interval. The dotted and dash-dotted lines give
the mean, upper and lower bounds to the slope of the observed phonemic diversity cline (obtained from Fig 3A).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198346.g003
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low-density populations, but the population density is independent on the number of lan-
guages. Low-density populations occur at the leading edge of the wave of advance (pioneering
populations during the Out-of-Africa dispersal). This process of phonemic loss takes place
repeatedly as the front advances, so its effect is greater at longer distances, and this causes the
clines (both in the number of phonemes and their diversity). Thus, the slope of the cline is not
affected by the initial number of phonemes.
It is worth to note that, taking into account evidence of modern behavior and fossil evi-
dence outside Africa [78–80], it can be assumed that language was already widespread in
Africa and Asia about 120 kyr. Then we would have to consider at least 50 kyr of linguistic evo-
lution (possibly including phonemic accumulation [44], [18]) until the out-of-Africa dispersal
70 kyr ago. This is not inconsistent with the present paper, because isolated and/or low-density
languages would not have accumulated so many phonemes. Thus, in such a framework, the
initial languages (with few phonemes) in the simulations reported in the present paper would
have been present in some regions (due to an isolation or fission event), but in other regions of
Africa the number of phonemes could have been significantly higher. This means that a com-
bination of phonemic accumulation in high-density populations (as proposed in Ref. [18]) and
phonemic loss in low-density populations (as proposed in the present paper) would be viable.
Interestingly, it would be similar to the fast rates of word gain in large populations and fast
rates of word loss in low-density populations, which have been estimated from observed data
in Ref. [54].
Our simulation models can be applied in principle to any set of cultural traits (not necessar-
ily phonemes), provided that they are not strongly affected by selection. On the other hand,
there is a tradeoff between the complexity of a model and the uncertainty added at the expense
of having a better fit to the data [81]. A more complex model, lacking in data of high quality to
calibrate and validate it, might yield unrealistic results. The more parameters added to the
model, the better the calibration, until a perfect match between the simulated and the observed
data can be obtained. But the uncertainty introduced in these more complex models may ren-
der their results useless (i.e., the model may be overfitted). Our model explores the hypothesis
that a SFE could generate the observed global phonemic cline and we have used the fewest
parameters necessary. Except for the phonemic loss time and the initial phoneme inventory
sizes, which we cannot estimate directly, all other parameter values in our model have been
estimated from ethnographic and/or archaeological data obtained from observations indepen-
dent of the phonemic cline. It is true that we have had to choose the initial languages in our
simulation runs, but this does not affect the conclusions (S1 Text, Sec D).
Future work, replacing our simple homogeneous dispersal kernel with a more realistic ker-
nel that takes into account landmasses (oceans, mountain ranges, etc.), would refine the simu-
lated phonemic and diversity clines. Also, the model can be scaled down to study patterns of
phonemic diversity at a regional level. Migration routes could be also implemented to study
hypothetical dispersal scenarios.
Finally, we stress that the modelling exercise reported in the present paper provides a quan-
titative approach to the proposal by Atkinson [11] that the worldwide phonemic cline detected
by him could be due to low-density populations losing phonemes. It is also important to
emphasize that our previous model (in which high-density populations gain phonemes [18])
and the new model in this paper (in which low-density populations lose phonemes) can both
explain the cline in the number of phonemes detected by Atkison [11]. Then the question
arises whether it is possible or not to determine which one of either models (or even a combi-
nation of them), if any, is valid. Future work could contribute to this question in two direc-
tions. Firstly, it may be possible in principle to detect more features in the observed data (in
addition to the cline in the number of phonemes [11]) and determine whether both models
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yield different predictions for them or not (the cline of phonemic diversity tF considered here
for the first time is one example, but in principle more regularities could perhaps be found in
the spatial distribution of present languages). Secondly, perhaps it will be possible to detect
empirically whether low-density populations lose phonemes and/or high-density populations
gain them. Indeed, this seems the only possible way to show conclusively whether our models
are valid or not. Note, for example, that Fig 2 in the present paper predicts a range for the pho-
nemic loss time (60–120 generations/phoneme) that makes our new model consistent with the
observed cline. If the phonemic loss time could be measured in real low-density populations, it
should fall within this range (for the model in this paper to be valid). It is encouraging that it
has been shown empirically that smaller populations have higher rates of word loss, and that
larger populations have higher rates of gain of new words [54]. If a similar effect could be mea-
sured empirically for phonemes instead of words, it would advance the problem tackled in the
present paper tremendously.
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